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Donavon Frankenreiter - Swing On Down
Tom: G

G         B    C
Swing on down, swing on down to me)
G         B    C
Swing on down, swing on down to me)

G         B    C
Swing on down, swing on down to me
G         B    C
Swing on down, swing on down to me

G                      B
in the morning when the suns still shy
C                                   D
And the last star lingers and the pale blue sky
G                    B
That's when I know you're around
C                          D
I said thats when I know you're around

(G,B,C,D )

And in the evening when the light come to the tree's
And the birds sing a song as if they're singing to me
That's when I know you're around
I said that's when I know you're around
I'm dreaming if you could

REFRÃO - (G,B,C )

Swing on down, swing on down to me
I want to know if you would
Swing on down, swing on down to me
Every time I see something like that
I want you to (swing on down to me)
Baby won't you just (swing on down)
Swing on down to me

(G,B,C,D )

Every time the rain comes out but the sun still wants
to shout
That's when I know you're around
I said that's when I know you're around
And you know all the colours they just speak to me
Tell me stories of how it used to be
When you were still around, I wish you were still
around

REFRÃO - (G,B,C )

Because I want you to
Swing on down, swing on down to me
From the clouds wont you just
(Swing on down), swing on down to me
Baby won't you just
(Swing on down), swing on down to me
I want to see you today
I want you to swing on down to me

(G,B,C,D )

It's going to feel so good
All the colours they tell me things
And the birds in the trees
And the stars in the sky

Acordes


